
 Spiral Infinity Scarf 

Supplies: 

Cutting instructions: 

1. Trim selvedge off of the fat quarters 

2. Along the longest side, cut slits approximately 1 inch long every 4 inches. 

3. Tear the fabric,  insuring that it is along the straight of grain. 

4. This will give you  4 inch by  18 inch strips  approximately 20 of them. Save the scraps that 

are left you may need them. 

 

Sewing instructions: 

1.  Set sewing machine up for straight stitch  with 3/8 inch seam allowance. 

2. Pick your favorite presser foot . I suggest a single hole foot.  

3. Using a 3/8 inch seam allowance, sew strips together across the  4 

inch side giving you one long  4 inch wide strip of fabric.  

4. When you sew the first seam then finger press the seam to the 

darker fabric  then top stitch  1/4 inch from the seam through the 

seam allowance.  

5. Roll up the strip.   Pulling from the outside of the roll. Lay the 

strip right side down on a cutting board.  Fold the first part of 

the strip so you  have an 8 inch folded piece with the edges 

touching each other. They will be at an angle see the 1st pic-

ture. This sets the width of the scarf so if you want it wider or 

narrower you need to change at this time. 

6. If you have a free arm on your sewing machine,  it would be good to use it. Put wrong 
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sides together. ( If you want your seam to the inside of 

your scarf then put right sides together). Start sewing 

from the beginning of the strip .  

7. Continue to sew until you are about 3 inches from the 

end , the tube will be inside out.  

8. Lay the tube out so the two ends meet, just like they will 

if it is a continuous tube. You will either have too much 

fabric or too little fabric. This is when you will use the 

scrap to add on to the end of one strip if you are a little 

short.  

9. Put the ends together so it is like they are a continuous 

piece  

10.  Fold the ends in so they meet  

11.  Mark the line where they meet. This is where they will 

be stitched together 

12.  Turn the scarf right side out before stitching together. If 

you want a twist in the scarf turn one end over to create 

the twist 

13. Stitch on the line you mark  

14. Grade the seam. 

15.  Finish stitching the seam to connect the ends together 

16.  If you decided to have the seams inside you will  need to  stitch as much as you can then 

stitch closed by hand. 

17. Fray out the raw edges . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


